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abstract: the development of this work aimed the emergy evaluation of 
an open cycle gas cogeneration power plant. This study also sought to assess the 
emergy efficiency of the cogeneration process in question, and, in addition to the 
energy flows, the quantification of the flows of matter, services and information 
involved in the production of steam and electrical power. The obtained emergy 
table shows that the non-renewable resources are the main contributors to the 
total flow of emergy required by the system, and renewable resources are the 
ones that contribute the least to the emergy of the system. results indicate that 
the process has a considerable dependence on economic resources and the 
energy producer is harmed when selling energy because he gives more emergy 
than that he receives from money. results also show that the process has a large 
dependence on the non-renewable resources, and therefore is not sustainable in 
the long term, from the standpoint of emergy.  

Key-words: cogeneration, energy, emergy evaluation.

1. Introduction

nowadays, to meet the requirements of sustainable development, the 
evaluation of a production system needs to consider, not only energy, material, 
and economic analysis, but also an integrated analysis of environmental 
impacts and economic benefits (sha e Hurme, 2012).  the emergy analysis is one 
integrated evaluation method for ecological-economic systems that has been 
successfully applied to systems of different scales, including energy generation 
systems. The emergy analysis differs from standard energy analysis in that has 
wider boundaries and considers not only energy and material flows directly 
connected to the process, but also materials and services from the economy and 
the contribution of the environment.

emergy is defined as the available energy of one kind, previously used up 
directly or indirectly to make a product or service (odum, 1996). emergy analysis 
is grounded in thermodynamic laws and general system theory and express all 
the process inputs (such as energy, natural resources and services) and outputs 
(products or services) in the emergy unit, the solar energy joules, solar emjoules, 
abbreviated seJ. 
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emergy is in fact a measure (a “memory”) of how much work the biosphere 
has done to provide a product. Therefore emergy analysis is a method for 
assessing the performance of a system on the larger time and space scales of 
biosphere. Emergy analysis uses several indices to describe a system and to 
evaluate its sustainability (Brown and ulgiati, 1997).

heat and power are the main energy inputs for industries and human 
daily life, which affect the economic and social activities. combined heat and 
power (chp) generation processes have been considered worldwide a major 
alternative to traditional power systems because of their higher total efficiency 
than conventional power plants, typically 85% against 60% (Frangopoulos and 
ramsay, 2001), and consequent reduction of greenhouse gas and other pollutants, 
provided the heat produced can be utilized for heating applications.

several emergy based evaluation of energy generation systems, including 
cHP systems have been recently done worldwide. Brown e ulgiati (2002) 
compared in detail three renewable electricity production methods (wind, 
hydro, geothermal) with three fossil fuel fired power plants (oil, coal and 
methane). caruso (2001) compared a number of cogeneration technologies with 
conventional power plant technology. peng et al. (2008) used emergy to evaluate 
three operation modes of a coal-fired chp plant in shandong china. sha e hurme 
(2012) used emergy analysis to compare two biomass and two coal-based cHP 
power plants. buonocore et al. (2011) also analyzed a biomass based cHP system. 
Bargigli et al. (2010) used emergy to evaluate three natural gas cHP processes 
(gas turbine, internal combustion engine and a fuel cell hybrid system). 

 the present work purposes to do an emergy evaluation of an gas based 
cogeneration power plant, used in a portuguese industry. The steam produced 
by the plant is used in the industrial complex which integrates the cogeneration 
power plant and most of the electricity produced is injected into the national 
electrical network. this is the first emergy evaluation of an energy generation 
system done in Portugal, and another goal of the work is to promote this analysis 
method. 

2. Emergy methodology

To convert all different flows of a system to solar emjoules the emergy 
methodology uses unit emergy Values (ueVs). these are quantities by which 
the inputs flows of entries are multiplied  to obtain their assigned emergy. There 
are three main types of ueVs (Brown and ulgiati, 2004), as follows:

Transformity, defined as the emergy input per unit energy of available 
energy output. For example, if 10,000 solar emjoules are required to generate a 
joule of wood, then the solar transformity of wood is 10,000 solar emjoules per 
joule (seJ/J). the solar transformity of the sunlight absorbed by earth is 1.0 by 
definition.
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specific emergy, defined as the emergy per unit mass output, usually 
expressed as solar emergy per gram (seJ/g). Material resources may best be 
evaluated with data on emergy per unit mass. as energy is required to concentrate 
materials, the unit emergy value of any substance increases with concentration. 
Elements and compounds not abundant in nature therefore have higher emergy/
mass ratios when found in concentrate form since more work was required to 
concentrate them, both spatially and chemically. 

Emergy per unit money, defined as the emergy supporting the generation 
of one unit of economic product (currency). It is used to convert money payments 
into emergy units. it´s a measure of the purchasing power of the real wealth of 
money for an economy in a given year. an average emergy/money ratio in solar 
emjoules/unit cost (seJ/$) can be calculated by dividing the total emergy use of a 
state or nation by its gross economic product. This emergy/money ratio is useful 
for evaluating service inputs given in money units where an average wage rate 
is appropriate.

 Empower is a flow of emergy (i.e., emergy/unit time). Emergy flows are 
usually expressed in units of solar empower (solar emjoules/time: seJ/s, seJ/
year).

emergy methodology procedures are described in odum (1996) and consist 
of the three main following steps:

Energy systems diagramming. The diagramming defines the system 
boundary, as well as inputs and outputs that cross the boundary. The principal 
components within the boundary (materials, energy sources, stocks) and 
processes (flows, relationships, interactions, production and consumption 
processes, and so on) should be described. flows and transactions of money 
believed to be important must be included.

Emergy evaluation table. raw data on inflows that actual cross the boundary 
(of materials, energy and services) are converted into emergy units and then 
summed to obtain total emergy supporting the system.

Emergy indices evaluation. Emergy indices of a given system, calculated 
from the emergy evaluation table are shown to be functions of renewable, non 
renewable and purchased emergy inflows. The aggregated system diagram in 
figure 1 shows non-renewable environmental contributions (n), renewable 
environmental inputs (r), inputs from the economy as purchased goods and 
services (f), and y as the yield.
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Figure 1 - aggregated diagram of emergy flows. interface between use of the 
economy and of the environment (Brown and ulgiati, 1997).

the total emergy investment in the process is the sum of the emergy required 
by all input flow (expressed in seJ): 

Y = r + n + F  (seJ)   (1)

The transformity of a system product is defined by the ratio between the 
emergy required to do it (Y) and its available energy (e):

Tr = (seJ/J)   
E
YTr =    (2)

Transformity (as other UEvs) can be seen as a measure of the production 
efficiency of a process or system.

several emergy indices, given in table 1, based on emergy evaluations of 
processes and economies are suggested (odum, 1996; Brown and ulgiati, 1997) 
to evaluate their net contributions and their relative sustainability for the future. 
The description of each one follows.

table 1 - Main emergy indices and calculation formulas.
name and abbreviation formula

renewability (rEn) ren % = (r/Y)x100

(Emergy yield ratio (Eyr) Eyr = y/f

Emergy investment ratio (EIr) EIr = f/(r + n)

Emergy Exchange ratio (EEr) EEr = y/ym

Environmental loading ratio (ELr) ELr = (f + n)/r

Emergy sustainability index (EmsI) EmsI = (Eyr)/(ELr)
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ym – Emergy corresponding to the money received in a trade. It is obtained 
multiplying the money received by the emergy/money ratio of the country.

rEN % - is the percent of the total emergy driving a process that is derived 
from renewable sources. It represents a first measure of system sustainability: the 
lower the fraction of renewable used, the higher the pressure on the environment. 
In the long run, only processes with high values of this index are sustainable.

Eyr - Is an indicator of the yield compared to inputs other than local and 
gives a measure of the ability of the process to exploit environmental resources.

EIr - is the ratio of emergy fed back from the outside of the system to 
the indigenous emergy input (both renewable and non-renewable). It gives 
an evaluation if the process is a good user of the emergy that is invested, in 
comparison with alternatives.

Elr - Is the ratio between non-renewable and imported emergy to 
renewable emergy used, it can be considered as a measure of ecosystem stress 
due to production activity.

EmSI - Is the ratio of the emergy yield ratio to the environmental loading 
ratio. It measures the potential contribution of a resource or process to the 
economy per unit of environmental loading.

EEr – Is the ratio of emergy exchanged in a trade or purchase (what is 
received to what is given). The ratio is always expressed relative to one or to the 
other trading partners and is a measure of the relative trade advantage of one 
partner over the other.

To evaluate a system producing two simultaneous and inseparable products 
(co-products) in an emergetic perspective, such as electricity and heat (by steam) 
in a cogeneration system, Bastianoni and Marchettini (2000) introduced two 
transformity definitions, designated “joint transformity” and “weighted average 
of transformities” in order to compare the emergy efficiency of alternative 
processes and compare the emergy required in the co-production process to the 
total emergy required in independent production. the joint transformity, trj, is 
set for a cogeneration system to produce electricity and steam (figure 2), as the 
ratio between the total emergy required by the system, emcog, and the sum of the 
energy content of electricity and steam, Ee and Es respectively:

   (3)

Figure 2 - Diagram for the definition of join transformity.

Emcog

Ee,cog + Es,cog

Trj =
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The weighted average of transformities, Trave , is the ratio of  the sum of the 
emergies required to produce power, eme, and steam, Ems, independently and 
the sum of the energy content of each one, Ee e Es respectively (figure 3):
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where Tre and Trs are the transformities of the electricity and steam produced 
independently.

Figure 3 - Diagram for the definition of the weightedaverage of transformities

to compare these two transformities the produced quantities of electricity 
and steam must be the same in cogeneration and in independently processes 
and both based on the same fuel. co-production is more efficient if the join 
transformity Trj is smaller than the weighted average of transformities, Trave. 
This comparison is analogous to that is normally done in energetic terms.. 
(Frangopoulos and ramsay, 2001). 

3. the gas chp plant

this work was carried out in a company based in Portugal, which produces 
electricity and steam using a cogeneration system with open cycle gas turbine. 
the system under study (figure 4) allows the production of water vapor, which 
is sold to another company and, simultaneously, the production of electricity for 
consumption of the cogeneration system, and for sale to the national grid. The 
main components of the system are the generator (gas turbine, reducer box and 
alternator), boiler and central of lifting gas pressure to power the turbine.
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Figure 4 – Process diagram of analysed gas cHP power plant.

The turbine converts the chemical energy of fuel into mechanical energy. 
The alternator, added to the turbine through a reduction gear has an output of 
approximately 5Mw of electricity. almost all of this energy is sold to the grid, 
being a small part for the consumption of the own system. The turbine consumed 
12.3293 million nm3 of gas in the year 2010. The turbine has an air inlet at room 
temperature, which provides the required flow for combustion and cooling 
system. the steam is produced in the boiler taking advantage of the hot gases 
coming from the turbine to vaporize the water circulating in the tubes inside 
the boiler. To increase the thermal energy available for production of steam, the 
boiler is also feed with a small quantity of combustion gas. the steam leaves 
the boiler plant at a flow rate of 15,590 kg/h. in 2010 the cogeneration system 
produced 127.27 million of kg of steam.

4. results and discussion

4.1 energy system diagram

The energy diagram of the chp system studied is shown in figure 5. The 
system inflows (flows of energy, matter and services) are related to all resources 
that cross the border and that are necessary for the production of electricity 
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and steam. The outflows (steam, electricity and exhaust gases) are a result of 
the interactions of the various resources within the system. The resources are 
accounted in units of energy, mass or currency. for a better understanding of 
existing flows in the diagram, energy and materials flows are represented with 
solid lines and the flows of currency with dashed lines. The thin dashed lines 
going out to the bottom of the diagram are related to existing power losses in 
each component of the system.

figure 5 – gas chp energy system diagram.

The turbine (a) and the boiler (b) are the components that need more 
resources. In the case of the turbine (a), the resources essential to its operation are 
the oxygen, natural gas, electricity, lubricating oil and economic resources. The 
boiler (B) needs water, gas, chemicals and economic resources. the tank of water 
treatment (d) and the economizer (c) are essential components for the operation 
of the boiler, because these are the water suppliers. in the water treatment tank 
(d) chemicals are used to reduce the amount of salts entering into the boiler. The 
economizer (c) uses the treated water and hot gases from the boiler to provide 
pre-heated water for the boiler. The economy’s resources are managed by assets 
(e) that make the distribution of services, maintenance and investment for the 
various system components. Input and output money flows are controlled by 
management (f).

4.2 energy and emergy accounting

Based on the flows of the system, an emergy table was formed (table 2). 
The input flow concerning the construction and implementation of the system 
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was considered only based in its cost, quantified in euros. in addition the 
quantification of the components used in the construction phase in terms of units 
of mass (kg) and energy (J) would allow a more complete analysis, but there 
were no data available for that. It was considered that the value of investment 
is amortized in 20 years, a life time period typical of a cogeneration power plant 
of this type. data relating to the operational phase of the system in the year 
2010 were considered. all flows were converted to units of energy (J), mass (g) 
or currency (€), per year (column 4) and then multiplied by the corresponding 
unit emergy values, UEv (column 5), to obtain the respective flows of emergy 
for that year of production. UEv’s values were obtained The graph in figure 6 
shows the relative contribution of all system resources from the respective values 
of emergy flow required to obtain the final products (electricity and steam). 
From table 2 and Figure 6 it can be seen that the most influential resource in 
the cogeneration system under study is the consumed natural gas (59,6%, being 
49.3% in the turbine and 10.3% in the boiler), followed by services (30,9%, being 
26,8 % related to consumption of gas), and then the oxygen and the investment 
with lower contributions (8.38% and 2.4% respectively). The remaining resources 
contribute little to the total emergy flow required (water with 0.31%, labor with 
0.74%, lubricating oil with 0.01%  and energy contracted with 0.004%), although 
they are obviously essential for running the system.

figure 6  – Input emergy flows of the chp system (percent values).

 table 2 shows that 1.39x1014 J of electricity and 3.48x1014 J of heat were 
produced in the year 2010, and the energy consumed from gas was 5.64x1014 J. 
the energetic efficiencies and the work-heat ratio calculated from these values 
are shown in table 3. the results are in agreement with typical values of this type 
of energy generation systems (sá, 2008; Frangopoulos and ramsay, 2001).
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table 3 – energetic efficiencies for the natural gas cHP process.

 

table 2 shows that the emergy required by the system in 2010 was 1.61x1020 
seJ. The join transformity, Trj, was calculated using equation (3), yielding the 
value of 3.31x105 seJ/J. To calculate the weighted average of transformities, 
Trave, this work considered transformities of electricity and heat for independent 
productions from the literature, since it has not possible to calculate these 
transformities with the system studied. the value obtained was 1.45x105 seJ/J, 
which is less than the joint transformity, leading to believe that the independent 
production of both features is more profitable than the cogeneration production. 
This goes against energetic principles. The fact that it was not possible to calculate 
the transformities of electricity and steam produced independently in gas based 
systems and in the same production levels of the cogeneration system, should 
be the cause of this low value. The independent transformities should be higher 
than those considered.

4.3 emergy indices

 The emergy flows of the system were aggregated by category in order 
to determine the emergy indices, as mentioned earlier: renewable resources (r), 
non-renewable resources (n), economic resources (f) and products output (y). 
The comparison between the emergy flows of aggregated resources is made 
in the bar graph of figure 7. It can be seen that non-renewable resources are 
the most used, representing approximately 59.6% of the total emergy required 
to produce electricity and steam. These are composed of natural gas and the 
lubricant oil, this last having a very small contribution to the flow of this aggregate 
(0.01%), and, therefore, natural gas is the principal raw material of the system. 
the economy’s resources (F) represent 31.68% of total inflows, while renewable 
resources (r) correspond to 8.69% of the total system needs. in the first case, the 
main component relates to services, which are essentially due to the cost of gas 
(84.51% of the aggregate flow), followed by the cost of investment (7.55%). the 
main component of renewable resources is the oxygen used to aid combustion 
(96.43% of this flow), the other being the water with a very small contribution 
(0.57%).
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table 2  – emergy analysis of the cogeneration power plant.
no. Item Unit 

(J, g or €)
flow
(unit/ year)

UEv 
(seJ/unit)

refª Emergy 
flow
(seJ/year)

% 
Emergy 
flow

flow 
type

             
Input 
flows

             
renewable 
resources

1 water g 1,42e+11 3,54e+06 a 5,02e+17 0,31% r

2 oxigen g 1,63e+11 8,30e+07 d 1,35e+19 8,38% r

             
non-
renewable 
resources

3.          
natural 
gas

J 5,64e+14 1,70e+05 c 9,60e+19 59,63% n

3a natural gas for 
turbine

J 4,67e+14 1,70e+05 c 7,95e+19 49,32% n

3b natural gas for 
boiler

J 9,70e+13 1,70e+05 c 1,65e+19 10,25% n

4 Lubricant oil g 1,89e+06 6,22e+09 c 1,18e+16   0,01% n

              
resources 
from 
economy

5 contracted 
electricity

J 3,79e+10 1,68e+05 e 6,37e+15 0,004% f

6 Labor € 1,27e+05 9,35e+12 b 1,19e+18 0,74% f

7 services € 5,33e+05 9,35e+12 b 4,98e+19 30,9% f

7a Maintenance 
(materials and 
labor)

€ 2,65e+05 9,35e+12 b 2,47e+18 1,54% f

7b chemicals € 1,05e+04 9,35e+12 b 9,82e+16 0,06% f

7c natural gas € 4,61e+06 9,35e+12 b 4,31e+19 26,78% f

7d   Lubricant oil € 2,57e+04 9,35e+12 b 2,40e+17 0,15% f

7e   contracted 
electricity

€ 2,44e+03 9,35e+12 b 2,28e+16 0,01% f

7f   Investment € 4,12e+05 9,35e+12 b 3,85e+18 2,40% f

output 
flows 

8 heat (steam) J 3,48e+14 Trj 
=3,31e+05

f 1,61e+20 100,0% y

9 Electricity J 1,39e+14        (seJ/J) 1,61e+20 100,0% y

a – Buenfil (2001); b – oliveira et al. (2012), c – Buonocore et al. (2011); d – ulgiati 
e tabacco (2002); e – average, this work; f – this work;
1 – Water quantity = 141.768.000 L/ano x 0,001 m3/L x 1x106 g/m3 = 141.768.000.000 
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g/year
2 – oxigen quantity = (14.700 m3/h x 8160 h) x 1,355 kg/m3 = 162.534.960 kg
3a – energy of natural gas in turbine = 12.329.300nm3 x 37.910.000 J/nm3 = 
4,674e+14 J
3b – energy of natural gas in boiler = 2.559.597nm3 x 37.910.000 J/nm3 = 
9,703e+13J
4 – oil quantity = 1.900 L x 0,9968 kg/L x 1000 g/kg = 1.893.920 g
5 – contracted electricity – 10.528 kWh x 3.600.000 J/kWh = 3,79e+10 J
7f – anual investment = (7.542.352 € / 20 anos) + 9,326% = 412.287,59 €/ano 
9 – electricity = 38.602.187 kWh x 3.600.000 J/kWh = 1,39e+14 J

figure 7 – Emergy flows associated with aggregated resources

The emergy indices calculated based on the aggregated emergy flows, as 
described earlier, are presented in table 4.

the emergy yield ratio (eYr) was 3.16, slightly greater than unity, showing 
that the system is largely dependent on the resources of the economy. The low value 
obtained for the emergy investment ratio (eir), of 0.46, indicates that the process 
does a good use of the economic resources in exploring environmental resources, 
renewable and nonrenewable, despite the high use of this type of resource. This 
means the process is, in principle, more able to compete in the markets, but this 
rate should be compared to alternative processes and this index must not be seen 
independently of the others.

     table 4 –emergy indices for the gas based cHP system.
Index Eyr EIr ELr EEr EmsI ren %

function y/f f/(r+n) (f+n)/r ym/y EmsI= 
Eyr / ELr

(r/Y) x 100

chp system 3,16 0,46 10,50 0,37 0,30 8,69%
 
The system under consideration has a value for the environmental load 

ratio (eLr) of 10.50, which is very high, indicating a large environmental stress. 
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This is due to a greater reliance on non-renewable resources (natural gas) and 
to a lesser degree, on resources from the economy, in detriment of renewable 
resources. the emergy exchange ratio (eer) has a value of 0.37, much lower than 
the unit, indicating that the producer of electricity and steam gets, by the money he 
receives, an amount of emergy less than the emergy associated with the products, 
so the exchange is unfavorable to the seller in emergy terms, i.e., in terms of the 
real value of their products.  the sustainability index value (emsi) is low, of 0.3, 
which is typical of processes that primarily depend on non-renewable resources. 
This value indicates that the contribution of the process to the economy, per unit 
of environmental load is low. this index also shows a weak dependence of the 
cogeneration plant on renewable resources, indicating a weak sustainability of the 
system. the value obtained for the emergetic renewability (ren %) is also low, 
8.69%, indicating that there is a greater reliance on non-renewable resources and 
resources of the economy, in detriment of renewable resources, suggesting that 
the system will not be sustainable in the long term. The contribution of renewable 
resources corresponds to the combustion oxygen necessary for the process.

4.4 comparison with other works

The results presented above can be compared with those of some other 
authors. however we didn’t find in the literature results for a natural gas chp 
system of the same dimension and type and those we found do not present results 
for the same indices evaluated in this work. other cogeneration systems present in 
the literature use biomass or coal as fuel. Most authors calculate the transformity 
of each co-product in cHP processes dividing the total emergy required by the 
system by its energy content. The authors of this study believe that this method of 
calculus of two separate transformities does not allow to compare the efficiency 
of different alternative cogeneration processes. so the transformities calculated 
by this way were not considered in this paper. The notion of joint transformity 
was recently introduced in emergy analysis and the work of sha and Hurme 
(2012) is the only one found in literature that calculates this transformity for a 
cHP power plant system. the joint transformity value calculated in this work is 
approximately 10 times higher than those calculated by sha and Hurme (2012) 
for biomass cHP process and 3 times higher than those of coal cHP process. in 
both works the ratio heat/work is the same (2.5). However, the energy produced 
by the systems studied by sha and Hurme (2012) is three times higher than in this 
study. anyway, results seem to indicate that the efficiency is higher in biomass 
chp systems, followed by the coal chp systems and then by gas chp systems. 
as for the other indices, the values found in this work for the eLr index, emsi 
and ren are similar to those calculated by the sha and Hurme (2012) in coal 
cHP processes, but worse than the values obtained by sha and Hurme (2012) 
and by Buonocore et al. (2011) for biomass cHP processes, since these indices 
relate directly to the use of renewable resources and the sustainability. The 
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calculated value for the EIr is lower than in other studies, indicating a better 
use of resources from the economy, but instead the Eyr is higher, indicating a 
lower use of environmental resources (renewable and non-renewable) compared 
to economic resources.

5. conclusion

In this study, a solar emergy evaluation was carried out for a gas cogeneration 
power plant. The emergy analysis has highlighted the relative importance of each 
of the system resources and the relationships between them through the emergy 
indices calculated. The analysis determined indices that, on the one hand show 
that the system does a good use of economic resources, but on the other hand, 
indicate that its efficiency is inferior to coal and biomass cogeneration systems 
with which it was compared, and it is not sustainable in the long term. This is due 
to the fact that the main resource is non-renewable (natural gas). If the economy’s 
resources can be reduced the emergy indices related to emergy efficiency and 
investment should improve. The analysis also highlighted that emergy send 
on the sale of electricity and steam is greater than that received through money 
paid for them and so the trade is unfavorable for the producer in an emergetic 
point of view, i.e., in the point of view of the real value of the products. for 
a more complete analysis the list of resources needed by the system shoul be 
improved and the values of transformities of heat and electricity in independent 
production should be obtained to be able to compare the mode of production in 
cogeneration with independent modes of production. this work shows that the 
emergy analysis allows to have a more complete picture of the system compared 
to usual energy and economic analyzes, in the sens that it integrates all types of 
resources, on a same basis, involved in the operation of the system. The emergy 
analysis is useful to better compare energy production systems of the same 
type and of different types. The emergy approach have been proved to be an 
efficient method for analyzing power plants from the large-scale and long-term 
sustainability point of view, since the emergy expresses how much work the 
biosphere has done to provide a product or service.
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